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Neutral buoyancy’s value was far from obvious when
human spaceflight began in 1961. Starting in 1964, En-
vironmental Research Associates, a tiny company in the
suburbs of Baltimore, developed the key innovations in
an obscure research project funded by NASA’s Langley
Research Center. The new Houston center dismissed it
until a mid-1966 EVA crisis, after which it rapidly took
over. In parallel, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
developed many of the same techniques, as did many
large aerospace corporations, yet the long-run techno-
logical impact of corporate activity was near zero. Be-
cause ERA and Marshall’s pioneering activities led to the
two long-running NASA training centers at Houston and
Huntsville, those two organizations deserve primary
credit for the construction of the neutral buoyancy tech-
nological system.

Almost every day, somewhere in the world, astronauts or
cosmonauts are practicing for EVA (extravehicular activity
or ‘spacewalking’) underwater. At the Neutral Buoyancy
Laboratory of the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in
Houston, TX, crewmembers rehearse procedures in a gigan-
tic, 6-million-gallon (23-million-liter) pool holding full-size
mockups of multiple modules of the International Space
Station (ISS). Opened in 1997, it superseded earlier tanks
built at the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
tion’s premier human spaceflight centers. Russian cosmo-
nauts train at the Hydrolab in Star City, outside Moscow, a
large facility built in 1980; European Space Agency astro-
nauts work in Houston, and also at their own tank at the
European Astronaut Centre, Cologne, Germany; Japanese
astronauts at the Tsukuba Space Center near Tokyo. China
recently opened a facility at the Chinese Astronaut Research
and Training Center in Beijing, to prepare for EVAs from its
Shenzhou spacecraft and Tiangong stations.1 In short, ‘neu-
tral buoyancy training’ (so-called because the spacesuited
astronauts are weighted to be neutrally buoyant, simulating
weightlessness) has become normal technology. Indeed, it
is absolutely critical to the success of numerous human
spaceflight programs. Assembling the ISS, or repairing
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the Hubble Space Telescope, would have been impossible
without it.

Neutral buoyancy’s value was far from obvious when
human spaceflight began in 1961, however. NASA at first
took no interest in training its astronauts this way. Be-
ginning in 1964, Environmental Research Associates
(ERA) a tiny company in the suburbs of Baltimore, MD,
developed the key innovations in an obscure research
project funded by NASA’s Langley Research Center
(LaRC) in Hampton, VA. The new Houston center (then
named the Manned Spacecraft Center or MSC) dismissed
it until a mid-1966 EVA crisis, after which it rapidly took
over. In parallel, NASA Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) in Huntsville, AL, developed many of the same
techniques, as did many large aerospace corporations.
Some, notably Boeing and General Electric, made large
investments in neutral buoyancy, and experimented with
an alternate suit technology, yet the long-run technologi-
cal impact of that major corporate activity was near zero.
Because ERA and Marshall’s pioneering activities led to
the two long-running NASA training centers at Houston
and Huntsville, which in turn influenced other space
agencies, those two organizations deserve primary credit
for the construction of the neutral buoyancy technological
system.

We have chosen the term technological system because
neutral buoyancy was invented in the 1960s less as a new
technology than as an assemblage of existing technologies,
tacit knowledge, and safety practices. In technological
systems theory, originating from the work of Thomas P.
Hughes, the term has been confined almost exclusively to
large systems like electrical power networks and military-
industrial projects. On this model, NASA’s human space-
flight complex can be considered a technological system,
and the EVA problems that arose in the mid-1960s, to use
Hughes’ military metaphor, were a reverse salient that
required organizational and technological fixes. But no
fundamentally new technological devices were required
to construct neutral buoyancy training, although some
local and specific innovations were needed. Rather, local
innovators and system builders, to use another Hughesian
term, assembled existing, often commercially available
technologies like scuba equipment, full-pressure suits,
cameras and swimming pools, and matched them with
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the experienced-based cultures needed to make neutral
buoyancy workable and safe. As a concession to the differ-
ences in scale, neutral buoyancy could perhaps be called
a small technological system, a sub-component of a
larger system.2

The events that led to this critical innovation have only
begun to emerge recently in popular accounts and have
never been subject to scholarly examination. The older
official NASA histories and key astronaut memoirs barely
mention neutral buoyancy’s origins and often inaccurately,
while a recent semi-popular history by David J. Shayler,
Walking in Space, gives a partial account of the Baltimore
story in a few paragraphs.3 The full dimensions of the ERA
story began emerging after 2012 in popular articles written
by, or in the cooperation with, the surviving founder of the
company, G. Samuel Mattingly, who died in November
2014.4 Marshall’s early work has scarcely been treated at
all, and when it has, authors have mostly noted MSFC
Director Wernher von Braun’s stealthy construction of a
giant tank in Huntsville through a legally dubious end-run
around the NASA procurement system in the late 1960s.5

Due to scant surviving documentation, the Marshall story
remains difficult to tell, in contrast to somewhat richer
material on ERA, but this article will attempt to examine
both stories and draw some conclusions about the contin-
gent and improvised creation of the neutral buoyancy
technological system.

The problem of weightlessness
‘Weightlessness,’ ‘zero-gravity’ and ‘zero-G’ are the terms
most often used to connote the state of freefall experienced
during orbital or coasting flight in space. (‘Microgravity’ is
now the usual technical term – denoting the microscopic
accelerations that exist even while floating in an apparent
absence of gravity.) The existence of this phenomenon was
well known in early space advocacy and science fiction, but
was mostly wished away with devices like magnetic shoes
and rotating space stations. After World War II, however,
it gradually became an area of concern for the new disci-
pline of space medicine, growing out of aeromedicine as
rocket and jet aircraft entered service and human space-
flight became more and more imminent.6

In the United States, the formation of NASA out of the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) in
fall 1958 and the simultaneous creation of one of its first
programs, Project Mercury, made the impact of weightless-
ness on astronaut performance suddenly a real question.
Foremost was simply the ability to perform in a cockpit
while weightless. Some physicians conjured frightening
scenarios of basic human functions like sight and swallow-
ing failing, which contributed to engineering decisions to
make the first U.S. human spacecraft, Mercury, to be
largely automated. (Its Soviet counterpart, Vostok, was
entirely automated, and required a special override code to
unlock the controls.) Leaving the capsule and performing
work in space was not feasible and preparations could be
put off until a later program.

From the origins of space medicine, it was obvious to
researchers that water immersion was one possible way to
simulate weightlessness. Among the many physiological
experiments conducted were ones by Dr. Duane Graveline
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of the School of Aerospace Medicine at Brooks Air Force
Base in San Antonio, TX in the early 1960s. He had
subjects in scuba wetsuits and aviators’ full pressure hel-
mets spend extended periods of time underwater in a
specially constructed tank.7 Informal experiments with
scuba-equipped divers probably were the first attempts
to simulate EVA work underwater, but these have been
largely undocumented. (The Aqualung, invented in World
War II occupied France by Jacques Cousteau and Émile
Gagnan, was the breakthrough that made scuba, an acro-
nym for ‘self-contained underwater breathing apparatus,’
feasible.)

For NASA, it was not a concrete problem until the
Mercury program ended in 1963 and managers needed
to formulate training plans for the two-man Gemini space-
craft, which would demonstrate key objectives, including
EVA, needed for the Apollo lunar landing goal set by
President John F. Kennedy in 1961. On January 30,
1964, Mercury astronaut Donald K. ‘Deke’ Slayton, who
had become MSC Assistant Director of Flight Crew Opera-
tions after he had been medically disqualified for space-
flight, issued a Gemini EVA training plan. It is noteworthy
as much for what did not happen as did. He quickly
dismissed weightlessness in aircraft flying parabolas
(which is not a simulation, but actual freefall for some
seconds as the aircraft coasts over the peak in its trajecto-
ry). Instead:

The only practical means of simulating the overall
effects of reduced gravity for relatively long periods of
time is by water immersion. A fairly realistic simu-
lation of some of the techniques and problems in
accomplishing extra-vehicular activities can be ac-
complished by submerging the Boilerplate #201 in
the Ellington tank. The flight crews can then don
SCUBA equipment and practice such tasks as egress,
ingress, opening and closing the spacecraft hatches
and maneuvering over the spacecraft.8

MSC used a water tank at nearby Ellington Air Force
Base, outside Houston, to train astronauts to make ocean
exits out of their spacecraft. Boilerplate #201 was the first
Gemini simulator, only recently delivered for water-tank
and open-water training exercises. It was intended for
use in rough water and even inverted and partially
submerged, so full immersion would not have been
impractical.

Yet Slayton’s suggestion was discarded for reasons not
documented in surviving MSC records. He does mention
another new tool: frictionless, air-bearing surfaces, in
which an astronaut would stand or be placed on a disk
generating an air current above a very smooth surface. In
theory, it was a ‘five-degrees of freedom’ simulator (the only
dimension of movement missing would be vertical to the
surface), but in practice the astronaut could move about on
the floor in only one body orientation at a time. Such a
simulator came into service at MSC in 1965, but it appears
to have been useful only for practicing with handheld
maneuvering guns or jetpacks.9 Aircraft zero-G training
became the primary method; ‘water immersion’ was
ignored. Perhaps the need to train all astronauts in scuba,



Figure 1. Harry L. Loats, Jr., co-founder of ERA, in a Gemini spacesuit in 1966.

Courtesy of Sam Mattingly.

Figure 2. G. Samuel Mattingly, ERA co-founder, in the Orbital Workshop mockup

in 1966.

Courtesy of Sam Mattingly.
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or the lack of realism of training in diving gear, as opposed
to a pressurized spacesuit, were inhibitors. And NASA was
already using an Air Force KC-135 zero-G training aircraft
(the military precursor of the Boeing 707 airliner), which
could create several-dozen thirty-second weightlessness
periods on a single flight. The downside was that between
each of these was a 2-G pull-out at the bottom of the dive.
This constant up-and-down motion quickly earned it the
nickname ‘the vomit comet.’10

Early ERA work with Langley
Rather than at Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA’s origi-
nal experiments in neutral buoyancy arose in early
1964 almost by accident at Langley. Through much of
its history it had been primarily an aerodynamic institu-
tion. When NACA became an operational space agency,
new centers arose (including MSC out of Langley) that
were to carry out rocket and spacecraft programs, while
LaRC remained focused on research, now with a larger
space component. The tidewater Virginia center had been
conducting space station studies with aerospace contrac-
tors since NASA began, but the huge technical and finan-
cial challenge of Kennedy’s Moon goal meant the agency
had to postpone an Earth-orbiting station, possibly into
the seventies. Langley scaled back its ambitions in 1962/
63 to a smaller, non-rotating, cylindrical Manned Orbiting
Research Laboratory (MORL). It let study contracts with
Boeing and Douglas and ultimately selected the latter to
refine the concept.11 But Langley also did a lot of in-house
research and worked with small contractors on technical
details. One of them was Environmental Research Associ-
ates in Randallstown, MD, in the northwest Baltimore
suburbs.

Two technical entrepreneurs in their thirties with par-
tial engineering and science educations, G. Samuel Mat-
tingly and Harry Loats, formed ERA around 1962
(Figures 1 and 2). They had earlier worked together at a
Baltimore-area company specializing in aerial refueling.
From their knowledge of hoses and reels, they had sold
Langley and the Gemini Project Office on the idea of 5000-
ft. tether for an astronaut working outside the spacecraft,
at a time when EVA concepts were very inchoate. That had
been routed through a major contractor, Marquardt, but a
1963 contract to examine seals and sealants for the station
was direct. When Mattingly’s LaRC contacts briefed them
on the station, presumably MORL, he noted that it had no
airlock. It was an old idea in science fiction: a chamber that
could be depressurized and pressurized, allowing passage
outside without losing too much cabin atmosphere. Chal-
lenged to produce a concept, Mattingly, a self-described
‘space nut’ who had been a Buck Rogers fan in his youth,
claims he said: ‘Well, it’s just a thing four feet in diameter,
. . . six feet long, and it has a door on either end and one cut
in the side.’12

Their primary contract monitor, Otto Trout of the Space
Station Research Group, had the model shop build a clear
plastic cylinder of those dimensions, with three wooden
hatches: two circular and one oval one at one of the ends. A
picture of it dated to January 1964 shows two spacesuited,
unpressurized subjects working in 1-G conditions to test a
hatch. That same month, ERA began a new contract on
www.sciencedirect.com
‘The Study of the Performance of an Astronaut During
Ingress-Egress Maneuvers Through Airlocks and Passage-
ways.’ Just looking at the mockup, according to Mattingly,
raised questions about the ease of turning around inside an
airlock of that size while wearing a pressure suit under
weightless conditions. It was obvious that normal gravity
conditions would not be a meaningful test.13

Lacking access to a zero-G aircraft, Trout, Mattingly
and Loats quickly thought of immersing the airlock in
water. In order to do that, the ERA personnel first had
to be trained in pressure suit safety. Mattingly knew the
nearby naval air station from their aerial refueling days, so



Figure 3. Neutral Buoyancy test in the McDonogh pool with the NASA Langley

airlock mockup, October 1965.

Courtesy of Sam Mattingly.
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one day they went over unannounced to find the Navy’s
pressure suit school. The trainers there subsequently put
them through the vacuum chamber, including an explosive
decompression at the equivalent of 70,000 ft and the dunk-
ing device, which trained pilots to exit a crashed aircraft at
sea upside-down underwater in a full pressure suit. Mat-
tingly qualified on 2 June 1964, and was given a member-
ship card in SPACE, the half-jokingly titled Society of
Pioneering Astronauts and Celestial Explorers.14

Shortly thereafter, Mattingly, Loats and Trout got to
use the officers club swimming pool on the Air Force side of
the base for a single afternoon. They filmed some tests in
the airlock mockup, but visitors frequently interrupted
them to ask what was going on or to offer to help. It was
clear that this was no long-term solution. The two pro-
posed to Trout that they take the mockup to Baltimore and
set themselves in a pool up there. He readily agreed and
they put it on the back of their little Volkswagen truck and
drove off.15

In a continuation of the very informal culture of the
time, in which the space race with the Soviet Union was
paramount, the Navy’s school allowed them to borrow a
couple of Mark IV Mod 0 ‘Arrowhead’ full pressure suits
with no documents signed or questions asked, if Mat-
tingly’s memory is correct. (Presumably Trout or someone
from Langley verified or could verify the legitimacy of their
contract.) The Mercury spacesuit had been a modified
Navy Mark IV. The Arrowhead version incorporated bel-
low joints, which allowed a little better movement in a
garment originally meant just to protect a pilot in a seated
position. The joints minimized the volume change that took
place while moving the limbs, but every movement in the
pressurized suit was a battle against its tendency to be
rigid: the wearer was inside the inflated balloon of the
rubber pressure bladder. Mattingly notes that when they
put him the altitude chamber, at 70,000 ft the exterior of
the suit felt ‘like a rock.’16

From selling pool equipment in a previous business, he
knew that the filtration system was particularly good at
the McDonogh School, a boy’s military institution not far
from ERA’s ‘little $50-a-month office’ in Randallstown. He
quickly made a deal with the headmaster, Robert Lam-
born, to rent the pool at the same rate as the Red Cross did
for swimming lessons, as long as no equipment was left on
the pool deck and activities were on a non-interference
basis with the swim team and other scheduled uses. Photo-
graphs show that the first experiments in the transparent
airlock mockup were made in the deep end of the pool on
18 July 1964. Under their contract, they began a system-
atic comparison of what it took to do the various tasks, on
the ground and in the pool. The pressurization level of the
suit, from one pound per square inch (PSI) over the exter-
nal pressure up to 3.5, was another variable in timing the
ability to perform various tasks (Figure 3).17

Thanks to Mattingly and Loats’ connections with the
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base outside Dayton, OH,
from the flight refueling days, Mattingly and William
Franz, a nineteen-year-old ERA scuba diver, also carried
out comparative tests in a zero-G training aircraft. On
14 August 1964, Mattingly qualified with a ride on the
KC-135 jet. Subsequently he and Franz did a day or two of
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tests in the old, piston-engine C-131B (a converted Convair
240 airliner), which was much easier to schedule than the
‘K-bird.’ Its periods of weightlessness only lasted 8–10 s
and only a few parabolas could be done at a time. Mattingly
felt that including the zero-G aircraft was politically im-
portant for the study, as it was viewed at the time as the
baseline for weightless testing on the Earth. But he and
Loats quickly came to the conclusion that it cost much more
and delivered a less satisfactory simulation of EVA.18

ERA completed its first report on neutral buoyancy at
the end of August. The study and the films made under-
water sufficiently impressed Otto Trout’s superior, Paul
Hill, that Langley extended their contact. Underwater
tests were repeatedly extended, through 1965 and into
early 1966. ERA and Langley experimented with different
size hatches. They may have also shrunk the mockup
diameter to the point where it was no longer possible to
turn around, valuable information for a potential space-
craft design. Harry Loats primarily handled technical
report writing and Sam Mattingly the contracting relation-
ships. Although fit and in their thirties, they found working
in the pressure suit sufficiently strenuous that they gave it
over to college-age scuba-diving enthusiasts they recruited
at the only dive shop in the Baltimore area. Even then, only
a couple readily adapted to the spacesuits; most acted as
safety divers and help.19

It was during 1964–1965 that ERA assembled the
technologies and practices that make up a working neutral
buoyancy technological system. Much of it involved com-
bining commercially available technologies with ones
available on loan from the military or NASA: scuba tanks,
regulators, wet suits and related equipment; full-pressure
suits; still and movie camera equipment with waterproof
housings made by ERA; and mockups produced by ERA or
Langley. Mattingly and Loats modified the pressure reg-
ulators and air supply for the Arrowhead suits. They
decided to use air instead of pure oxygen to avoid the
oxygen toxicity effects that might set in on longer dives;
they adapted scuba tanks to mount on the back of the suits.
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In mid-1966, when Gemini work began, they created
an umbilical connection to tanks on the pool deck, as this
was the way almost all Gemini EVAs were carried out,
with the astronaut connected to the spacecraft oxygen
supply.20

A significant part of making neutral buoyancy work
was simply learning from experience. A gas-pressurized
spacesuit is a balloon; the wearer will float. The first
lesson was the placement of weights to make the test
subject neutrally buoyant in all six degrees of freedom
(three axes of the body, and three directions of motion). In
the Langley officers club pool, Mattingly noticed that he
did not rise or fall, but with lead-weighted boots on, he
tended to become vertical. In the McDonogh pool they
started with bags of lead welding shot tied in various
places on the suit and by trial-and-error learned how to
make the suited subject neutral in all axes; later they
adapted weights attached by belts and straps. It was an
art, rather than a science. The ERA experimenters also
discovered that after twenty minutes, the absorption of
water by the spacesuit’s cover layer would change the
buoyancy, and so they had to incorporate periodic reba-
lancing into the schedule. They also noted the limitations
of the simulation: movement through water created drag
not present in a vacuum, but motion tended to be slow, so
it did not make a significant difference. The suited subject
also was not weightless inside the suit, even though he
was neutrally buoyant, so working upside-down was par-
ticularly uncomfortable, as the blood still rushed to the
head.21

Safety protocols were crucial. Scuba divers were limited
to thirty minute sessions because of the dangers of hypo-
thermia, even with pool water in the low seventies Fahr-
enheit. Most critical were emergency procedures for suit
failure. With two hundred pounds of lead weights on, if the
suit’s integrity fails, the wearer could be going straight to
the bottom of the pool. Mattingly and Loats experienced
that early, when the latter was wearing a Mark IV and the
former was in scuba gear.

And the seal on his [Loats’] faceplate blew out, which
means he gets hit in the face with a bunch of water.
And I’m the only [one] there with him, and he can’t
move at all. So I grabbed him, I got behind him and
got my head up under the tank, and I was swimming
with everything I had, trying to make it go. Seemed
like forever, and I finally got him to the point where
his foot touched down [in the shallow end] and then
his other foot moved, and I figured, ‘Thank the
Lord.’22

They needed more than one safety diver when anyone was
working in the suit.

Bruce Tharp, a diver who began working for ERA in
1965, experienced a similar accident when he was working
in an airlock mockup with another suited diver, George
Hay, in the tight space. Hay accidentally ‘kicks my air off,
and the helmet just implodes with water.’ Because the air’s
entry point was the Mark IV’s helmet, with exhaled gases
venting into the body through a check valve to pressurize
the suit,
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it felt like somebody banging you in the stomach with
a baseball bat, because three and a half pounds [suit
pressure] . . . was trying to force your stomach out
through your mouth, and I was already out of breath
because, of course, I was doing a lot of work.

Quickly, Hay’s brother Steve, acting as a safety diver, stuck
a scuba regulator in his mouth, ‘which is the only reason I
didn’t drown.’23

Neutral buoyancy’s origins at aerospace firms and
NASA Marshall, 1964–1966
By 1966, several more organizations had independently
developed their own versions of a neutral buoyancy tech-
nological system. At most, they were only dimly aware of
ERA’s work through conference presentations by Otto
Trout or ERA representatives. Unfortunately, it is difficult
to find out what happened at the aerospace firms, as they
are infamous for not keeping records. Often the only evi-
dence that survives is photographs, technical reports, and
newspaper photos or articles that provide at least an
occasional chronological reference. Marshall Space Flight
Center’s case is only slightly better documented.

Boeing in Seattle was probably the first aerospace
company to experiment with neutral buoyancy, as it
was the prime contractor for a military space plane called
the X-20 Dyna-Soar. Engineers in its Bioastronautics
Organization started before Langley and ERA, working
with scuba equipment in Angle Lake in September
1963. They modified a spacesuit for use in the lake as
well, and experimented well into 1964. Although Dyna
Soar was canceled in late 1963, the company formalized
the effort as Project OGER, for 0-G Effects Research, and
built an elaborate Neutral Buoyancy Facility with a 25-
foot-diameter (7.6 m) tank that was 20 ft (6.1 m) deep.
Newspaper photos from December 1964 show suited sub-
jects in the water in Arrowhead suits; and a technical
report from August 1965 confirms that further work was
done that year, notably on an airlock mockup 10 ft (3 m)
long and 54 in. (1.37 m) in diameter. The Boeing facility
was self-funded, apparently in the hope that the company
would play a larger role in human spaceflight programs.
But the pool was only in use for about two years because
Bioastronautics closed in 1967, likely for lack of con-
tracts.24

Convair/General Dynamics in San Diego and Garrett
AiResearch in Los Angeles were two more West Coast
aerospace firms working in neutral buoyancy. Lack of
documentation makes it difficult to pin down when they
began. There is a Convair picture from 1964 of a suited
subject underwater, and subsequent work continued until
at least 1969 under an Air Force contract; Convair built its
own dedicated underwater test facility, presumably with
company funds, in 1967. A 1967 Garrett technical report
demonstrates that its work was being done under Langley
contract in a 30 ft (9 m) diameter outdoor tank the compa-
ny constructed at the AiResearch plant. The amount of
work reported suggests that the study began in 1966. It
covered astronaut maintenance and assembly tasks that
appear too large to be handled by ERA in a rented swim-
ming pool.25
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General Electric’s Valley Forge Space Technology Cen-
ter, outside Philadelphia, mounted the most elaborate
corporate neutral-buoyancy program. Under the leader-
ship of Carl Cording and Theodore Marton, work likely
started late in 1964, as in early 1965 the company rented
the Philadelphia Aquarium’s Aquarama facility. The tank
had a windowed side for dolphin shows. The test group
sank a mockup of interior laboratory areas of the Defense
Department’s Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) space-
craft and carried out work tests with subjects in scuba gear.
Later photographs also show spacesuits.26

MOL, the project that replaced Dyna-Soar in December
1963, was nominally to test the military uses of human
spaceflight, but that unclassified purpose was – probably
from the outset – a cover story for an astronaut-operated
reconnaissance system codenamed DORIAN. GE bid for the
main contract, but ended up as a major subcontractor to
Douglas Aircraft for equipment inside the laboratory por-
tion. Operating the KH-10 super-high-resolution telescopic
camera was the two astronauts’ main task, something that
had to be avoided or disguised in open neutral buoyancy
tests. MOL astronauts would have traveled to and from
space in a modified Gemini capsule mounted to the top end of
the cylindrical laboratory, and would have had to maneuver
themselves in weightlessness through a narrow tunnel that
ran from a hatch between the two ejection seats to the living
and working quarters. That tricky maneuver also became
part of GE’s neutral buoyancy work, using wire-mesh mock-
ups in new experiments at the Aquarama.27

Rather than investing in its own large tank, GE took a
different approach. In 1966, it began building a facility at
Buck Island in the U.S. Virgin Islands, where full-size
mockups could be sunk in the clear, warm tropical waters
of the Caribbean. This facility seems to have been moti-
vated in part by MOL and in part by NASA’s newest space
station program, an Orbital Workshop to be created out of
the refitted S-IVB stage of a Saturn IB. Marshall Space
Flight Center in Alabama proposed this project in mid-
1965; it had evolved from earlier ‘spent stage’ ideas for
reusing the empty booster stage that would otherwise be
abandoned in orbit. The Orbital Workshop became a cen-
tral project of the Apollo Applications Program (AAP),
which the NASA leadership created in August 1965 to
find further uses for the Apollo-Saturn hardware built for
the Moon landing. (AAP eventually shrank to Skylab, a
single, fully outfitted S-IVB workshop orbited by a Saturn
V in 1973.) The S-IVB had a diameter of 22 ft (6.7 m),
which, if mocked-up at full scale, required a very large
tank. GE invested its own money in the outdoor Buck
Island facility, and sank a giant, wire-mesh Workshop
mockup there in the winter of 1966/67. The only study
contract from NASA for which there is any evidence is
‘Design Criteria for Maintenance and Repair of Advanced
Space Stations,’ awarded in 1966 through the Office of
Advanced Research and Technology at Headquarters, and
administered by Marshall. It was renewed in 1967. Work
on that contract was carried out at a water tank in Hunts-
ville, but never in Buck Island. In 1967/68, GE also used
the Virgin Island site for MOL simulation.28

There was one major difference in the neutral buoyancy
system General Electric assembled: the water-pressurized
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suit. Using water to pressurize the main body of the suit
meant that little weight was needed to achieve neutral
buoyancy, and the suit was more comfortable for the
wearer, since he floated inside it. Proper control of the
water temperature also could increase comfort and reduce
overheating. But it required either that the ‘astronaut’
wear a scuba mask and regulator inside an open helmet,
which restricted vision, or put on a self-contained helmet
with its own air circuit, which GE indeed invented, along
with a backpack to circulate supply air and water to
different suit ports. Moving the limbs was a less realistic
simulation, however, as the wearer was pushing water
around inside the suit. Air-pressurized-suit advocates also
considered it less safe, as the water-pressurized one did not
have residual air inside the body of the suit, if air to the
helmet was cut off. While water-pressurization was
in some ways more convenient, it was a less-accurate
simulation of how an air-pressurized suit felt in weight-
lessness. Convair and Boeing experimented with water
pressurization as well (it is unclear who developed it first),
but it never spread to NASA’s groups, which began with air
pressurization and considered it to be superior.29

GE had hoped that its significant investment in neutral
buoyancy would provide it an entrée into the Workshop
project, but that was thwarted because a MSFC group grew
organically out of the AAP program in 1965. As was true at
Boeing, neutral buoyancy experiments at Marshall began
with the individual initiative of scuba enthusiasts. Charles
‘Charlie’ Cooper, a twenty-eight-year-old electrical engi-
neer in the MSFC Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory,
recruited a colleague, Charles Stokes, to experiment in an
8-foot (2.4 m) water tank used for the explosive-forming of
metal structures. The first problem was how easy it would
be for astronauts to move around large, high-mass objects
in microgravity, as the lack of weight did not alter their
inertia. In an early Marshall conception for an AAP mis-
sion, an Apollo spacecraft would rendezvous with its empty
S-IVB last stage and an astronaut would remove its large,
spherical ST-124 inertial-guidance platform from the rock-
et. Cooper and Stokes took one of the spheres and filled it
with water until it was neutrally buoyant and tried push-
ing it around in the tank. It proved easier than expected
(Figure 4).30

Cooper’s memory of when this impromptu experiment
occurred is vague, but he believes it was soon after the first
American EVA, which Edward White made from Gemini
IV on 3 June 1965. (Two-and-a-half months earlier Alexei
Leonov had taken the first ever ‘spacewalk’ from Voskhod
2.) He suggested that MSFC contact the Manned Space-
craft Center about what was learned from White’s experi-
ence, but it was not done. A likely cause was the intense
rivalry between Houston and Huntsville, which was exac-
erbated by Marshall’s intrusion on MSC’s sacred astronaut
turf for AAP projects like the Workshop. As a result,
Huntsville often tried to keep secret from Houston what
it was doing to prevent a turf battle or an order from NASA
Headquarters to stop.31

When Cooper and Stokes’ boss, Robert Schwingham-
mer, found out about the experiments, he chewed them out
for unauthorized action, then supported the idea. He sent
Cooper and Stokes for training in the Navy’s pressure suit



Figure 4. A diver, likely Charlie Cooper, holding a S-IVB propellant utilization valve

at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center’s 8-foot explosive-forming tank, November

1965.

Courtesy of NASA MSFC.
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school in Miramar, California, and (to continue the almost
exact parallel with ERA’s experience) borrowed two Mark
IV Arrowhead spacesuits from it. They began to accumu-
late experience in the 8-foot tank on how to work in neutral
buoyancy with air-pressurized suits.32

In the winter of 1965/66, Schwinghammer’s group
repurposed a larger 25-foot (7.6 m)-diameter explosive-
forming tank that, like the other, was sunk in the ground.
They turned an unneeded, corrugated-metal prototype
interstage section from a Saturn V into the cylindrical
walls of a shed, put a conical, tent-like roof over it, and
installed lights and steam-heating for the water. On
10 January 1966, Werner Kuers, Director of the
Manufacturing Engineering Laboratory, reported to Mar-
shall Director Wernher von Braun in the Weekly Notes
that the facility was ready. It was apparently the first time
von Braun heard of it. Work in pressure suits, Kuers noted,
would soon begin on ‘[a]ir lock ingress, egress, operation
and familiarization . . . with a simplified air lock mock-up’
for the Workshop, as well as ‘[r]emoval of the S-IVB hatch
cover’ on the dome of the liquid-hydrogen tank that would
form the living quarters and experiment area. Later they
would work on studies of the removal of the ST-124 plat-
form sphere and a ‘propellant utilization valve’ from the
stage’s J-2 engine, another projected early task. ‘Two of our
people [presumably Cooper and Stokes] have been checked
out in astronaut suits so far,’ and more would follow. But it
took six months to make the large tank into an operational
facility. Kuers reported on 25 July 1966 that ‘[f]or the first
time last week, the Mark IV pressure suit was used under
water in a neutral buoyancy zero g simulation experiment’
in the large tank.33

ERA and the Gemini EVA crisis, 1966
The rise of Marshall’s Orbital Workshop in 1965/66
eclipsed Langley’s Manned Orbiting Research Laboratory
as NASA’s most likely interim space station. That may be
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the reason why Environmental Research Associates’ con-
tract with Langley appeared to be about to run out. Sam
Mattingly’s attempts to advertise his little company’s ex-
pertise through presentations of films and data to various
audiences at NASA had fallen on deaf ears. In the case of
MSFC, it is now apparent that as it developed its own
capability rather secretively, it never considered seeking
ERA’s help. As for MSC, until June 1966, the attitude of
key personnel in Houston was dismissive, in Mattingly’s
view. They thought it was too much trouble and they just
did not need it. Kenneth Kleinknecht, the deputy manager
of the Gemini program, said in 1998 that some (presum-
ably in the Astronaut Office) viewed underwater training
as ‘below the dignity of the astronaut.’34

The May 4 training plan for Gemini X through XII, the
last three missions, confirmed that that EVA training
would be carried out on the air-bearing surface, in the
zero-G airplane, and in the vacuum chamber to practice the
depressurization and pressurization procedures for the
spacecraft, which had no airlock. White’s EVA the previous
year had gone very well, except that compressing his rigid
suit enough to get down and close the hatch over his head
proved very difficult. But he had done no meaningful work
in space, other than testing a handheld maneuvering unit
that quickly ran out of compressed oxygen. Nor was any-
thing known at the time, due to Soviet secrecy, of the
serious crisis Alexei Leonov experienced in March 1965,
trying to re-enter and turn around in the Voskhod’s inflat-
able airlock. Leonov had to bleed down his suit pressure,
risking the bends, in order to make this spacesuit flexible
enough to get back in and was completely exhausted by the
effort. But to all appearances, his experience was as eu-
phoric as White’s. And no one had ventured out since,
because David Scott’s planned spacewalk on Gemini VIII
in March 1966 never happened due to an emergency return
to Earth.35

Everything was to change after Eugene Cernan’s near-
fatal Gemini IX experience on 5 June 1966. He had an
ambitious plan to go to the back of the spacecraft, don an
Astronaut Maneuvering Unit (AMU) developed by the Air
Force and then fly free, using its rocket thrusters to test
maneuverability. Because of the hot jets, his suit had extra
layers of insulation that made it even stiffer. But he
quickly became seriously overheated by the enormous
effort it took to fight the suit and get himself into position.
Lacking adequate handholds and footholds, Newton’s
third law of motion quickly made itself apparent. Every
action, whether it was to turn a valve, or deploy the arms of
the AMU, produced an equal and opposition reaction – his
body would go the other way. He quickly overtaxed the
cooling capacity of the Gemini suit, which relied on the
recirculation of the oxygen around his body and head. His
visor fogged over and sweat ran into his eyes, with no way
for him to do anything about it. His commander, Thomas
Stafford, agreed that he had to get back in. That again
proved enormously difficult, especially as Cernan was
approaching the limit of his endurance. If he had become
incapacitated, Stafford would have to throw him over-
board in order to close the hatch and make it possible to
get back to Earth. When they had finally succeeded in
repressurizing and Cernan opened his faceplate, he was so
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overheated that he looked red as a boiled lobster. While
some in Houston, including astronaut colleagues, felt that
Cernan had just botched the EVA, many began to grasp
that doing useful work outside might be a lot harder than
anticipated. Apparently EVA was not well understood
after all.36

Ten days after Cernan’s walk, on 15 June, Mattingly
and Loats staged a pre-planned demonstration for a
dozen representatives from NASA and IBM, an attempt
to scare up new business as the Langley contract was
about to end. Knowing that removing the S-IVB dome
hatch and attaching a flexible boot from the airlock to the
opening was a critical task for the Workshop, ERA had
built a mockup of the area based on pictures in a trade
magazine. There were seventy-two bolts holding the
hatch cover to the propellant tank, and the divers dem-
onstrated how difficult it was to remove them. The four
Marshall representatives, including Charlie Cooper, how-
ever dismissed the test as inaccurate, according to Mat-
tingly. ‘You don’t know what the hell you’re doing’ is his
summary of their reaction. But fortunately for ERA, Don
Jacobs of MSC, motivated by Cernan’s near-disaster, saw
their experience as more useful and arranged to transfer
funding to Langley for an extension on their contract.
Their first job would be tasks scheduled for Michael
Collins’s EVAs on Gemini X in late July, notably attach-
ing the hose of a handheld-maneuvering gun to a connec-
tor on the spacecraft exterior that would supply nitrogen
gas. Jacobs quickly shipped a mockup of parts of the
Gemini spacecraft to Baltimore.37

Thus began by far the most intense period of ERA’s
neutral buoyancy experiments. The summer 1966 school
break allowed the company to take the pool for longer
periods of time. On 30 June-1 July, with the mockup
and Arrowhead suits, the ERA divers simulated the Gemi-
ni X hose attachment, which ‘showed that the task was
doable but would require three hands to complete without
incident’ (Mattingly). The results and films were passed
along to the crew, John Young and Michael Collins, but,
pressed for time to prepare for their launch on 18 July, they
dismissed this information as obvious.38

Jacobs, however, immediately delivered a more elabo-
rate mockup of the adapter section of the Gemini space-
craft, with AMU, to evaluate the Gemini IX EVA. Cernan
visited on the 11th, the first astronaut to appear at the
McDonogh pool. Then or on the next visit, he was indoctri-
nated in the critical safety procedures that the company
had developed. Mattingly and Loats insisted that every-
one, including astronauts, who suddenly began appearing
with some regularity, watch a demonstration by a suited
diver before they did anything. Mattingly told them: ‘‘This
is what we expect you to do. If you’re going to do something
else, you’d better advise us in advance, because if we don’t
like it, we’re going to haul you out of the pool.’ And they
believed me, and we would have, too, because we were a
little tense at the time.’39

On 28–29 July, Cernan returned to do a simulation of
the AMU-donning task in his own Gemini G4C spacesuit,
observing on day one and doing it himself four times on day
two. Mattingly noted a distinct change in his behavior
before and after the exercise:
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[A]t least half of NASA thought that Cernan had
screwed up because he was a poor astronaut, and
Cernan knew that. So when he came in, he was as
tight as a drum, and it was obvious to us, because we
thought so too. So he watched – I think it was Bruce
[Tharp] in the water, and he was very attentive, and
when he got out of the water, it was like an entirely
different person. His attitude, his personality, every-
thing changed suddenly.

Harry [Loats] and I had him up in the stands, and we
said, ‘First question we’ve got to ask you, how does
this compare with orbit?’

And he said, ‘It’s at least 75 percent accurate.’ I loved
it.

Cernan flew back to Houston and immediately reported the
results, which were noted in a 1 August memorandum.40

A week earlier, MSC Director Robert Gilruth had al-
ready made the watershed decision for his center, however.
On 25 July he wrote to Deke Slayton, head of the Flight
Crew Operations Division:

I have given a great deal of thought recently to the
subject of how best to simulate and train for extra-
vehicular activities and have reached the conclusion
that both zero ‘g’ trajectories in the KC-135 and
underwater simulations should have a definite place
in our training programs.

The aircraft was better suited for rapid movements, while
the neutral buoyancy was ‘far better for the study of
positioning, hand holds, and the initiation and termination
of all movements between points.’ He directed Slayton to
send astronauts to ERA, probably including the three
spacewalkers White, Cernan and Collins, ‘to get a better
evaluation of the techniques involved’ and to do some
evaluations for the EVAs scheduled for Gemini XI and
XII. Gilruth, moreover, directed that Flight Crew Support
Division (responsible for training) ‘should proceed imme-
diately to develop an underwater simulator. I have some
specific ideas on how this is to be done. . ..’41

What shaped Gilruth’s decision? He clearly had talked
to people who had been to Baltimore. Moreover, Gemini X
had splashed down four days prior to the memo, and
Collins had had some difficulties with controlling his body
positioning and completing his tasks, if not as severe as
Cernan’s, because his objectives were simpler. We also
know that General Electric had recently briefed Gilruth
and ‘associates’ about their neutral buoyancy work. With
no knowledge of the MSC Director’s decision, on the 29th,
A. W. Robinson of GE wrote thanking him for listening to
the briefing and offering the company’s facilities and ser-
vices to train the Gemini XI and XII astronauts. Gilruth
politely turned him down several weeks later, as the
astronauts had little time and MSC had already committed
to ERA. One can presume that the Director had previously
talked to his staff about the tradeoffs between air- and
water-pressurized spacesuits, and had chosen the former
because it was a superior simulation of spaceflight condi-
tions, but there is no evidence. In any case, MSC already



Figure 5. Buzz Aldrin training for Gemini XII in the McDonogh pool, fall 1966.

Courtesy of Sam Mattingly.
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had a convenient contract arrangement with ERA and was
getting good results. Gilruth did promise that Mercury
astronaut Scott Carpenter, who would be advising him
on the creation of a Houston tank and who had already
been in ‘direct correspondence’ with GE, would visit its
facilities ‘in the latter part of September.’42

As an astronaut, Carpenter was in an unusual position.
Although world-famous as one of the Mercury Seven, he was
controversial at MSC because of what many thought were
serious mistakes during his May 1962 three-orbit Mercury
flight. He probably never would have gotten another space-
flight, but injuries sustained in a 1964 motorbike crash then
ruled him out of flight status anyway. A Navy officer and
highly experienced scuba diver, Carpenter had taken two
leaves of absence to devote himself to undersea exploration
during his service’s Sealab and Sealab II missions. Back in
Houston from living a month underwater in late 1965, he
became an Executive Assistant to Gilruth. He was thus a
natural choice to advise the latter on the implementation of
neutral buoyancy training after Gilruth’s decision. Survey-
ing all companies doing such work seems to have been part of
Carpenter’s job. In addition to being at GE, he apparently
had come directly from Convair/General Dynamics when he
arrived in Baltimore in mid-October.43

Meanwhile, on 10 August ERA divers in the McDonogh
pool, wearing recently supplied Gemini G2C suits, carried
out simulations of the EVA tasks assigned to Richard
Gordon on Gemini XI, scheduled for mid-September. The
Gemini program’s hectic pace prevented Gordon from tak-
ing part, however, as was the case for Collins. NASA was in
a rush to complete Gemini before the end of the year, so
that it could move on to Apollo and the looming, end-of-the-
decade Moon-landing goal. Films and information were
again sent to the crew, but it did not help, because Gordon
had no secure handholds or footholds in his primary task,
attaching a tether between the Agena docking vehicle
and the Gemini spacecraft. He became overheated and
exhausted, forcing an early end before any ERA recom-
mendations for revised procedures could be carried out. It
was an experience almost as worrying as Cernan’s.44

Fortunately there was enough time to train Buzz Aldrin
for Gemini XII, with a planned launch in mid-November.
According to Sam Mattingly, the Gemini program manag-
er, Charles Mathews, had to intervene with Gilruth to get
Aldrin sent to Baltimore over the resistance of the Astro-
naut Office. Such training seemed urgent, as Aldrin was to
repeat the experiment to fly the Air Force’s Astronaut
Maneuvering Unit. Handholds, footholds and procedures
were improved over Gemini IX. ERA carried out its first
simulation on 23 August and Aldrin appeared on 12 Sep-
tember, Gemini XI’s launch day. Training was interrupted
so he could watch the liftoff on a pool-side TV. Apparently
all did not go perfectly with the exercise, as two days later
ERA personnel tested some further revisions to proce-
dures. But it was all for naught, as NASA’s leadership
decided in late September to cancel the AMU as too prob-
lematic, especially in view of Richard Gordon’s recent
difficulties. With only one Gemini mission left, it seemed
politically and programmatically more important to prove
that NASA had EVA in hand than it was to make the Air
Force happy (Figure 5).45
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Aldrin was angry about losing the AMU, as the ERA
men found out at the next training sessions on 16–17
October. Instead, he was given a task board with various
exercises like turning a screw with a power tool, opening
and closing Velcro patches, and so forth. While training in
the pool one day with Cernan, his backup for Gemini XII,

I let out a high-pitched staccato screech. When a
startled Gene Cernan looked up and asked what
was wrong, I glared at him and said, ‘Shut up and
pass me a banana.’ The joke spread and whenever I
was back in Houston, parties unknown to me kept a
supply of bananas in my office.

Aldrin felt that the tasks were so simplified that the
monkey he gave his wife could do it. But he was very
focused on mastering them and he was a natural in the
water, according to Bruce Tharp.46

Aldrin returned on 29 October to run a full simulation
with his commander, James Lovell, who stayed out of the
pool but communicated with him via radio as they followed
the flight plan. The head of the human space program at
Headquarters, George Mueller, observed from a diving
board. When Gemini XII flew in November, Aldrin complet-
ed all EVA tasks as planned. He demonstrated that the new,
slow, deliberate manner of walking in space, with ample
tethers, handrails, handholds and footholds, and procedures
practiced underwater, had defeated the zero-G monster.47

Even as Gemini XII training intensified, Houston en-
gaged both ERA and Marshall Space Flight Center in
neutral buoyancy studies of the challenges presented by
the Apollo Applications Program, especially the Orbital
Workshop. No doubt as a direct result of Gilruth’s 25 July
order, Alan Bean, fresh off assignment as Gemini X backup
commander and responsible for AAP in the Astronaut
Office, went to Huntsville on 6–7 September. He spent
two hours in the Marshall 25-foot tank in an Arrowhead
suit evaluating Orbital Workshop activities. Among other
things, he had removed ‘bolts from a simulated S-IVB
hatch cover.’ The MSFC staff were very excited by Bean’s
knowledge and attentiveness to detail. In his Weekly Note
to von Braun, Werner Kuers stated:
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Lt. Commander Bean was quite enthusiastic and
outspoken about neutral buoyancy as one of the
mandatory methods of simulations for all the S-
IVB Workshop experiments. In addition, he appar-
ently had been told of our plans regarding the new
large neutral buoyancy type simulator, and in re-
sponse to his point blank questions regarding this, he
was candidly shown the design blueprints by respon-
sible ME [Manufacturing Engineering] personnel.
Consequently, Houston is now aware. [Underlining
in original]

This the first mention discovered so far of Marshall’s plan
for a permanent facility, one that would be finished two
years later.48

Bean subsequently visited ERA in Maryland in mid-
November to see the Workshop simulations going on there.
Houston had given ERA a second contract, finalized on
30 September, to evaluate the Orbital Workshop airlock
and dome hatch-cover problem. Work on that began on
4 October, and Mercury astronaut Scott Carpenter arrived
on the twelfth. After he watched Bruce Tharp take off three
bolts in thirty minutes, according to Sam Mattingly, Car-
penter was only able to get one out or partly out, because he
lacked the experience that the seasoned ERA diver had.
The Mercury astronaut wrote shortly afterward: ‘Trying to
loosen 72 bolts floating underwater and wearing a weight-
ed, pressurized space suit turns out to be a nearly impos-
sible job. I was surprised to find I had as much difficulty
doing such simple tasks as other astronauts had during
their space walks.’ The preliminary conclusion from the
ERA study was that it would take two astronauts six hours
to get all the bolts off, if they used a power tool and a right-
angle drive, but even that estimate seems optimistic.49

The demonstration of how difficult that task was in a
pressure suit in simulated weightlessness had an immedi-
ate effect on Huntsville’s design. At a 14 October meeting
there between representatives of MSFC and MSC, ‘agree-
ment was reached . . . regarding the evaluation of the three
proposed designs for a quick-opening hatch for the S-IVB
hydrogen tank.’ The meeting came about because Houston
had already ordered airlock mockups for neutral buoyancy
training from contractor McDonnell Aircraft and was about
to order another from Marshall for its own tank. Whether
Carpenter visited Huntsville is unknown, but seems likely.
A little over a year later, von Braun gave him the primary
credit for raising NASA’s consciousness about neutral
buoyancy.50

Consolidating the neutral buoyancy technological
system at NASA
The intense and exciting days at the McDonogh School in
fall 1966, which required significant concessions by the
headmaster, were destined to come to an end. To keep the
operation going and to complete what Sam Mattingly saw
as the capstone demonstration of neutral buoyancy’s value,
he sold Houston on a final evaluation of Gemini XII. As an
addition to the airlock contract, Aldrin returned to Balti-
more on 2 December to run through all his recent orbital
activities in order to make systematic comparisons. He
confirmed that neutral buoyancy provided a close facsimile
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of many aspects of actual EVA. But with Langley no longer
providing money, Gemini over, Houston building its own
tank, and Huntsville already operating a provisional sys-
tem, ERA’s days as a training facility for astronauts
appeared to be numbered. Although it did get a loan of
an early Apollo development suit, the only contracts it
received for neutral buoyancy thereafter were for advice
and assistance to MSC in building its facility in 1967. The
Apollo fire at the end of January 1967, which killed three
astronauts (including Edward White) in a launch-pad test,
was another blow. New stringent safety regulations, which
Mattingly thought were unnecessary, required that ERA
maintain a decompression chamber and medical help on-
call in case of a diving accident. The company had to find
another pool to work in and bought a chamber at govern-
ment expense, but never used it and did little new neutral
buoyancy work. ERA carried out small experimental con-
tracts for NASA and other government agencies until the
early seventies, when Sam Mattingly and Harry Loats
decided to end the partnership and seek other jobs.51

As for the Houston facility, it proved harder to start up
than originally anticipated. ‘It’s just a tank of water’ was
the dismissive or ironic summary of neutral buoyancy that
Mattingly ran into at the time. Its complexity was easy to
underestimate. Immediately after Gilruth’s order, MSC
officials expected its facility could put it in operation by
the end of 1966.52 That was thought feasible because it only
involved moving the former water egress training tank at
Ellington Air Force Base to Building 5 at MSC and equip-
ping it for underwater work. But external viewing ports
were added, as was a decompression chamber on the shelf
at the edge of the tank, a ladder, a hoist, lighting, heating
and so forth. Trained scuba personnel were critical. As of
13 February 1967, there were only two available, although
six were required for operations. The Astronaut Office also
decided that all astronauts needed scuba training as well,
if not already expert. As a result of all the necessary
changes and training, the tank, first called the Water
Immersion Facility (WIF), only came into operation in
June, and after more fixes, was approved for regular
operation on 1 August by a board that included Scott
Carpenter. Much of its work concerned Apollo training
for lunar missions, but it included some AAP tasks.53

Meanwhile, Huntsville was already working in its two
metal-forming tanks, but the very large Neutral Buoyancy
Simulator (NBS) took two more years to build. Apparently
plans went back to the beginning of 1966, when the 25-foot
tank was being refitted, but a year later Werner Kuers
complained that no progress had been made on the NBS.
Eventually Wernher von Braun found the money to con-
struct it as a ‘tool’ – effectively hiding it from Headquarters
– because calling it a ‘facility’ would mean it would have to
go through a centralized process that could take years
(Figure 6). At 75 ft (23 m) in diameter and 40 ft (12 m)
deep, this huge, cylindrical tank could hold mockups of the
full diameter of the S-IVB Workshop. One unique aspect of
the NBS was a ‘safe haven’ chamber at the bottom, to which
spacesuited trainees could retreat in case of suit failures
during extended underwater sessions, rather than risking
decompression sickness during emergency ascents from
depths greater than 33 ft (10 m). Completed by the end



Figure 6. Wernher von Braun in a Mark IV Arrowhead spacesuit, just before

entering the interim 25-foot tank at NASA Marshall, November 1967.

Courtesy of NASA MSFC.
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of 1968 and revealed to the public in early 1969, the NBS
provoked government investigators to threaten Marshall
managers with jail, although von Braun’s center eventual-
ly got away with a paper reprimand. It proved critical to
completing the design work and training for, and inflight
repair of, the Skylab station launched in 1973.54

As NASA consolidated its training at the two facilities,
the aerospace crash of the late sixties and early seventies
killed off the remaining corporate neutral buoyancy
work. Boeing had already mothballed its facility in
1967. As for Convair/General Dynamics and Garrett
AiResearch, there is no sign they operated after the
sixties. At General Electric, the cancelation of Manned
Orbiting Laboratory in June 1969 was the deathblow for
its underwater work in the Philadelphia area and the
Virgins Islands. The Nixon Administration decided that
unmanned reconnaissance satellites were a better in-
vestment, killing the last exclusively military human
space program. Soon thereafter President Nixon (with
full collaboration by a Congress controlled by Democrats)
curtailed the Saturn/Apollo program, ended all plans for
space stations after Skylab, squashed talk of Moon bases
and Mars expeditions, and limited the NASA human
program to a Space Shuttle, shared with the military,
that could not fly before the late seventies (actually
1981). That both the Huntsville and Houston neutral
buoyancy facilities survived the lean seventies can only
have been because they were relatively cheap, and
Huntsville’s large tank had unique value for the Shuttle
program, like training to work with the Hubble Space
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Telescope. But Charlie Cooper retains a certain bitter-
ness at what he claims were multiple attempts by John-
son (as it was called after 1973) to kill Marshall’s facility
off. It finally happened when the gigantic Neutral Buoy-
ancy Laboratory opened in 1997.55

This historic rivalry and size differences aside, the two
centers had effectively co-invented the neutral buoyancy
technological system, as the corporate activity had so little
legacy. Both used gas- (as opposed to water-) pressurized
suits, scuba-equipped safety divers, specially modified film
equipment, and heated and well-lit water tanks with fil-
tering systems to retain clarity. Similar, well-entrenched
safety cultures were needed to protect the astronauts and
divers from danger. Both arose as local initiatives from
below, Houston’s from Trout, Mattingly and Loats’ work at
Langley and ERA, and Huntsville’s from the scuba experi-
ments of Cooper and Stokes. Indeed, it is striking how
much scuba diving, a hobby that mushroomed in the 1950s
after Cousteau and Gagnan invented the Aqualung, was an
enabling technology for neutral buoyancy. The low techno-
logical barriers to entry – a little scuba experience (which
Mattingly and Loats hired by going to the local dive shop),
access to full-pressure suits, swimming pools or tanks, and
simple mockups that could be built in-house – meant that it
was possible for a small government division, or a small
company like Environmental Research Associates, to com-
pete with giant aerospace corporations in the development
of neutral buoyancy. That this training method was unan-
ticipated or dismissed as unnecessary also favored innova-
tive, small groups empirically assembling a system from
below, rather than a large organization ordering develop-
ment from above.

Neutral buoyancy was also clearly contingent in its
origin, as individual initiative and luck had much to do
with why the two NASA groups succeeded where others
reached a dead-end. If ERA’s last-ditch demonstration
had not taken place ten days after Cernan’s nearly disas-
trous EVA, and the company had gone out of business in
1966, Houston might have had to seek expertise else-
where, with unknown effects on training for the last
Gemini missions. And given the turf battle between Hous-
ton and Huntsville, and the quasi-legal way Marshall
funded the NBS, it was always possible that Headquar-
ters would have nipped Huntsville’s independent group in
the bud. Perhaps one of the corporations would have found
a sustainable NASA contract in their place. Such specu-
lation quickly runs aground, but it serves to demonstrate
that the way the neutral buoyancy technological system
was assembled was ‘socially constructed’ and far from
inevitable. However, the ultimate convergence on nearly
identical technological characteristics all over the world,
based on NASA’s example, indicates that there probably is
one superior technological solution for simulating on
Earth the characteristics of extended spacewalking –
the how was not, at least in gross terms, socially con-
structed, but grounded rather in physical reality. We are
arguing here for what some have called ‘soft’ social con-
structionism.56 Thus, the story of how neutral buoyancy
training was invented, or assembled, is instructive, not
only for space historians and practitioners, but also for
historians of technology.
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